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Here we discuss the latest developments in the debate, where the ultrahigh energy cosmic ray particles come
from. In this brief review, we emphasize the predictions that necessarily follow from the various concepts proposed.
We discuss both sources and propagation, and spend some space on the by now most conservative model, giant
radio galaxies and their hot spots and jets, because it allows more steps in the reasoning to be checked, and is more
tightly constrained than any other model. It has survived about forty years of debate already. We summarize the
task ahead of us at the end, including the development of new technologies to observe ultra high energy cosmic
rays, e.g., with the radio emission of air showers, which may lead to an alternative to the fluorescence detectors
with their small duty cycle. Due to HiRes, AUGER, and the plans for EUSO, the future is bright, and the ultra
high energy cosmic ray particles may yet allow us to explore new physics.
1. Introduction
Over the last few years controversies have
arisen both about the experimental results, and
also about the theoretical interpretations. We are
going to review the situation, but will do so in
very limited space.
1.1. The cosmic ray spectrum
The cosmic ray spectrum in nuclei shows the
following basic properties:
• approx. E−2.7 until the knee
• a bend downwards at around 3 1015 eV
• approx. E−3.1 beyond the knee, with a
slight downward dip from 3 1017 eV
• a transition near 3 1018 eV, and then ap-
prox. E−2.7 again
• uncertainty beyond 5 1019 eV, either mild
cutoff (HIRES) or a continuation (AGASA)
A main reference for a collection of data until
1997 is in [129]. General references are in [53,52,
14,27]. Classical reviews are, e.g., in [71], while
some recent reviews are [19,94,20,87,30,65].
Generally we emphasize very recent work, and
suggest the reader consult recent reviews for older
references.
1.2. Interactions in the microwave back-
ground
The ultra high energy cosmic ray particles in-
teract with the microwave background, and their
losses lead to an ubiquitous cutoff, usually re-
ferred to as Greisen-Zatsepin-Kuzmin cutoff, af-
ter its discoverers, under some simplifying as-
sumption about the nature of these particles (pro-
2tons), the nature of intergalactic propagation, as
well as source distribution.
• pair and pion production
• limits effective distance from which a high
energy proton (or neutron, or nucleus) may
come
• discovered by K. Greisen, G. Zatsepin and
V. Kuzmin
• GZK distance about 50 Mpc, a travel dis-
tance
• what sources?
The key references are [63,131,94]. A recent
generalization to nuclei is in [45,46,47,16]. A pop-
ular account is in [40].
2. Galactic Cosmic Rays
2.1. Transition from Galactic Cosmic
Rays?
The newest data suggest and confirm that the
transition from Galactic cosmic rays to an extra-
galactic population appears to be near 3 1018 eV.
• Near 3 1018 eV transition
• below heavy to medium nuclei, above light
nuclei
• spectral dip there seen by Fly’s Eye
• now confirmed by AGASA, HiRes,
Yakutsk,...
2.2. Origin of Galactic Cosmic Rays
A quantitative theory for Galactic cosmic rays
was proposed in 1993, [23,24,25,120,26,29,28],
with an earlier step [126]. Quantitative tests are
now again possible with the KASKADE data, as
well as the latest HiRes, Akeno, Yakutsk, and
Haverah Park data. Detailed simulations have
been carried out at several levels of sophistication
by A. Vasile and S. Ter-Antonyan, and they show
consistently, that the older proposals do give a
suitable interpretation of the new data at all en-
ergies for Galactic cosmic rays. At the level of
today’s knowledge the older proposal thus does
find confirmation in the new data. The sugges-
tion as how to explain the knee, [99,100], based
on a slightly diminished efficiency of curvature
drift in the supernova shock racing through a
magnetic wind of a massive star, strongly points
to a specific mechanism for the supernova, the
mechanism proposed by G. Bisnovatyi-Kogan in
1970, based on earlier ideas by N. Kardashev from
1964, [81,31]. In these ideas the core of the star
collapses to a small disk, held by the angular mo-
mentum barrier, and then magnetic fields trans-
port energy and angular momentum to the enve-
lope, exploding the star, and allowing final col-
lapse of the core. Such a mechanism naturally
gives the correct energies - 1052 erg is required
for the explosion, and seen in Supernova 1998bw,
[73,95]. If accepted, then this in turn suggests
that all very massive stars come to a common fi-
nal end at the point of supernova explosion, and
there seems a possibility that they could become a
new and very bright standard candle in cosmology
- provided we find a correction for the extreme
asphericity expected from the Bisnovatyi-Kogan
mechanism. In this context it is also possible
perhaps to understand the gamma ray emission
of the Galaxy, [75] as well as the B/C ratio en-
ergy dependence, [105,28]; as the general activity
in the Galaxy in almost everything connected to
young and massive stars is centered in the Galac-
tic center region, one might expect that that re-
gion may serve as a paradigm for bot stellar and
perhaps even non-stellar types of activity, [91,92].
Other concepts are explored in [36,37,38].
• consistent with (KASKADE, HiRes,
Akeno,...):
• Red Supergiant (RSG) stars and Wolf
Rayet (WR) stars explode, and Kolmogorov
spectrum in Inter-Stellar Medium (ISM)
• knee from transition in efficiency of curva-
ture drift acceleration
• final cutoff due to magnetic field in wind,
Larmor limit
• consequences for Supernova mechanism,
and possibly bright standard candle
3Details will be published in further papers.
3. Homogeneous source distribution?
The GZK cutoff is expected under several as-
sumptions, one of which is a homogeneous source
distribution. There are no astronomical sources
known, which are truly distributed in a homoge-
neous fashion.
• The very high energies, above 3 1018 eV:
• assume zero effect of magnetic field
• assume protons (or nuclei)
• assume an initial energy far beyond any-
thing observed
• obtain a strong downturn feature: The
GZK-cutoff expected near 5 1019 eV
The latest data from HiRes and AGASA do not
confirm each other on whether the expected cut-
off has been seen at all, and also do not clearly
show whether the data are compatible with the
simple cutoff, [72,122,10]. The very existence of
events beyond 1020 eV suggests that the very
simple model cannot work, and one of the key
points was the assumed homogeneous source dis-
tribution. Already a source distribution more
closely consistent with bright and early Hubble
type galaxies suggests a clearly higher expected
flux near 1020 eV, e.g., [32].
4. Sky distribution?
For many years a controversy has raged on
whether specific events do correlate with known
sources; one of the earliest suggestions by
Ginzburg was that the nearest powerful radio
galaxy, M87, could be a good candidate - it still
is. However, a direct positional coincidence of
an event with a candidate source, or better, with
an entire class of sources, has been argued re-
peatedly, [49]. Then the claim by AGASA, that
there are double and triple events, does allow,
again under very simplifying assumptions, to ob-
tain statistics on possible sources. Recent inves-
tigations of such correlations are [59,54,55,57,58]
and [44,123,124,125,62].
• Assume no magnetic field
• then sky distribution: many sources
• detection of doubles and triplets: real sour-
ces
• are there sources there?
• with enough power? LCR = Lel.magn. at
most
• Using the deep radio surveys, there is al-
ways such a source
Under the proposal, that radio galaxies such
as M87, a source, for which the observed opti-
cal spectrum suggests the presence of protons of
1021 eV [22], required to explain the very com-
mon cutoff in the optical synchrotron emission
near 3 1014 Hz, are good candidate sources, all ra-
dio galaxies, and a fortiori, all BL Lac type sour-
ces are candidates, see, e.g., [103]. And, under
the standard unification picture of active galactic
nuclei, in the same vein, all flat spectrum radio
sources are good candidates, under this by now
most conservative model to explain ultra high en-
ergy cosmic rays. It is not surprising that such
claims have been tested, in various papers such
as [49], and now, in a new series of papers by P.
Tinyakov & I. Tkachev, [44,123,124,125,62], and
others, [117]. All these papers find tantalizing
hints of a possible correlation between sources in
this class, and observed cosmic ray events; how-
ever, the interpretation requires uncharged parti-
cles with a penetrating power through the bath of
the microwave background far in excess of what
protons can do. Such particles may well exist, but
there is no self-consistent theory for them at this
time. Also the statistics of source correlations
have not been confirmed to everybody’s satisfac-
tion. On the other hand, any highly significant
correlation of even a subset of all observed events
with a known class of sources is interesting, and
a clear clue to any real source, as well as to the
nature of particle.
The Yakutsk data and an extensive discus-
sion of the array and an interpretation of its
data have been published in a series of papers,
[61,59,60,54,55,56,57,58,93], but the conclusion is
4not ultimately clear; we need to understand the
experiment better in order to compare its impor-
tant results with those of other experiments.
5. Magnetic Fields
Magnetic fields in the universe are known to
exist, now for over fifty years, [82,84], and they
seem to be just about everywhere, [110,83,39].
• Magnetic fields have been detected
• they are strong
• they are highly inhomogeneous
• they compete with other forms of energy
• only in cosmic clusters, filaments and
sheets,
• but not in the voids, and not overall
• 5-10 microGauss in clusters - at least
• 0.01 to 1 microGauss in filaments and sheets
• bending of paths of energetic particles
Therefore, magnetic fields cannot be ignored in
the propagation of energetic particles, and even at
the highest energies observed the cosmic magnetic
fields have a noticeable effect. In fact, magnetic
fields correlate well with the cosmological galaxy
distribution, and so are relatively strong in the
sheets and filaments of the galaxy distribution,
and so also in the sheet connecting us to the Virgo
cluster. For any particles emitted by some source
in the general region of the Virgo cluster - such
as M87 - the arrival directions outside the Galaxy
are expected to cluster along the supergalactic
plane then, and so represent an elongated band
in the sky - before they pass into the magnetic
field surrounding our Galaxy. Recent work is in
[66,67,68,113,69,70,76,130,16].
5.1. Galactic Magnetic Field
Right after the discovery of the Solar wind
in 1950, [21], the suggestion came up that our
Galaxy may also have a wind. If our Galaxy has
a wind, it is likely that it is driven by cosmic
rays, because they need to deposit their energy
lost in adiabatic losses into the surrounding mag-
netic medium, and that easily drives a wind, e.g.,
[33,34,104,35]. The driving of a magnetic wind
by cosmic rays has some similarity to the possi-
ble influence of radiation driving a magnetic wind,
[111]. Such a wind implies that the magnetic field
topology right from the start just above the hot
thick disk is in the asymptotic E. Parker from
of 1958, [98], because otherwise the wind would
take so much angular momentum out from the
gas in the disk, that the Galaxy would long have
stopped all its star formation - all the gas would
have been deposited in the central region, and
to some small measure in the central black hole.
This implies the topology of the magnetic field in
the wind:
• If Galaxy has wind
• driven by cosmic rays, and supernova
shocks
• then magnetic field topology as in Solar
Wind
• Archimedean Spiral, i.e. Bφ ∼ sinθ/r
• turbulence spectrum k−2 in wavenumber
for adopted isotropy in wave number phase
space, derived from the saw-tooth pattern
of shock driving
• if so, then power of wind should scale with
60 micron luminosity, since Cosmic Ray ac-
tivity scales with star formation, and star
formation is visible at 60 micron
It can be shown, that all such winds can easily
provide the universe with all the observed mag-
netic fields, [110,83,4]. If we could only under-
stand where galaxies really get their magnetic
fields from, we would be much better shape. Mag-
netic fields will be discussed elsewhere.
6. Predictions: Double and triple events
In this paper, we wish to emphasize the pre-
dictions, that arise from the various source and
propagation arguments.
In such a picture of a magnetic wind of the
Galaxy, there is one obvious explanation for the
5doubles and triples observed by AGASA: mag-
netic lensing, or in other words, the caustics given
by the propagation of charged particles through
a magnetic wind of the Galaxy; these caustics
surely overlap for different particle energies. Dou-
bles and triples can occur when there are two pos-
sible paths for particles at very different energies,
leading to the same direction observed at Earth,
but coming from different sources in the sky, pre-
sumably a band in the sky in arrival direction as
seen outside the Galaxy. For this argument it
does not actually matter, where exactly the par-
ticles are coming from. Recent work on this is in
[68,69,121].
• Magnetic caustics: E2/E1 either near 1 or
from about 2-3
• Then galactic wind required, driven by cos-
mic rays
• and permeated by a relatively strong mag-
netic field
• Sources: Reasonably sampled continuous
spectrum - implies neutral particles
• Requires strong source
7. Radio galaxies, Microquasars, Gamma
Ray Bursts
Diffusive shock acceleration is one commonly
accepted now classical mechanism to accelerate
charged particles, based on the original ideas of
E. Fermi (1949, 1954) [50,51,13,85,43,78,14]. At
a shock the magnetic irregularities on both sides
of the shock play a relativistic tennis game with
the charged particles, and, just as in real life oc-
casionally drop a “ball”, i.e. a particle, which
then escapes downstream from the shock. In is
most simple form this process produces an E−2
spectrum.
• (weakly) relativistic shock wave accelera-
tion
• 1021 eV proton energy in the jet of M87
required by optical observations, [22]
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Figure 1. In this graph we show the arrival direc-
tions of observed cosmic rays calculated back to
outside the assumed Galactic wind model with a
Parker like magnetic field topology
6Figure 2. In this graph magnetic lensing is shown
in a simulation based on sunlight shining on a
swimming pool, and then considering the pat-
tern of light at the bottom of the pool. This
clearly shows the caustics in the imaging, and the
peaks of light, corresponding possibly to the dou-
bles and triples of events observed. Here we need
to imagine a similar pattern, derived basically by
scaling; then the superposition of such patterns at
various scalings to represent different particle en-
ergies allows overlaps, which could be interpreted
as those sites where we have mutliple events at
very different particle energies. This graph is due
to E. Roulet
Figure 3. In this graph we show the arrival direc-
tions of cosmic rays at various energies, coming
from the supergalactic plane in a long band, and
then down to us through a Galactic wind mod-
eled after Parker again. At the highest energy,
very little bending is shown - a factor of 30 above
the maximum energy observed. As then the en-
ergy of the particle used comes down, the bending
becomes first noticeable, and then strong, lead-
ing to overlaps between different distorted bands.
These overlaps then can directly be interpreted as
locations on the sky, where multiple events with
very different energies are likely to occur. In fact,
the observed multiple events are already well ap-
proximated in this simple scheme.
7• as in many Active Galactic Nuclei (Jets,
Hot Spots, or compact sources)
The maximum particle energy scales with the
root of the power in the jet, [88], and so low power
sources such as Microquasars cannot yield really
high energies; this can be compensated by rela-
tivistic boosting, as in Gamma Ray Bursts, [101],
but then the observed fluence distribution does
not give a sufficient number of such sources in
cosmological proximity to explain either the bulk
of Galactic cosmic rays nor extragalactic cosmic
rays, [106,107,108]. A different point of view is
in [127,42]. A variant on this topic is to con-
sider magnetars, [8], or pulsars, [11]. Such stellar
sources may also contribute here, but with the
particles coming from other galaxies; various op-
tions are discussed, e.g., by [119]. Radiogalaxies
are considered again in a simple model in [15].
7.1. Predictions: Microquasars and
Gamma Ray Bursts
Even though it appears unlikely hat micro-
quasars and Gamma Ray Bursts do provide the
bulk of the observed cosmic rays at any energy,
they are clearly sources of energetic particles, and
as such should contribute at some level; as they
almost certainly have a different spectrum, and
a different source distribution compared to, e.g.,
large early Hubble type galaxies, their flux contri-
bution should be examined. It might be visible in
some special feature in cosmic rays, not yet ascer-
tained, in the gamma ray spectrum from galaxies,
or in neutrinos - the best way to connect to spe-
cific sources. We have a fairly good handle on
the physics of microquasars from the work by S.
Markoff and G. Romero - we need to build on this
understanding, e.g., [90,109].
• also sources of energetic particles
• if pointed at us, very interesting
• unlikely to contribute at the highest ener-
gies
• doubtful to dominate at lowest energy
• could be checked in neutrinos
Recent work on the neutrino aspect is in [3,5,
41].
8. Predictions: M87
To be specific, the proposal has been made [22],
based on optical spectra, that M87 not only re-
quires protons in the source at 1021 eV, but also,
that M87 may be the dominant source to explain
the observed ultra high energy cosmic rays. Re-
cent work on M87 is in [103]. This leads to some
clear predictions:
• M87: all events should point back to Super-
galactic Plane Sheet - to within the noise
produced in the propagation through the
k−2 turbulence spectrum in magnetic irreg-
ularities
• arrival directions seen outside our Galaxy
elongated along sheet
• transition to light elements (H, He) near
and above 3 1018 eV
• and such all the way to maximum energy
Clearly, M87 cannot be blamed for everything,
but at the maximum energy there may only be
one source remaining among all the contributors,
and a suggestion is that this last remaining sin-
gle source is M87. Weaker sources perhaps are
other lower power radio galaxies such as Cen A,
see [77], which are expected to contribute flux to
about 5 1019 eV, from the relation between jet
power, magnetic fields and maximum particle en-
ergy already quoted above. Of course, it has be-
come obvious from the latest simulations that ra-
dio galaxies are highly time dependent in all their
manifestations, and so we need to keep the option
open, that such radio galaxies were more power-
ful at the time of particle production; their past
behaviour can probably be checked with X-ray
data.
8.1. Predictions: Galactic wind
The suggestion that M87 is the dominant
source requires that our Galaxy has a powerful
magnetic wind:
• implies Galactic wind with large size - 1/2
to 1 Mpc
8• think of all galaxies with similar cosmic ray
power, as measured through star formation
rate, and such through their far infrared lu-
minosity
• all similar galaxies should show such a wind
bubble
• relatively strong magnetic field
• mass flow large, energy flow large, angular
momentum flow small, with a wind shell
(observable in Lyman alpha absorption)
• the most important test of such a picture
is to avoid the bottle effect, thereby most
high energy particles are screened out just
as all particles below a few hundred MeV
are screened out from the Earth environ-
ment by Solar modulation. The strength
and spatial distribution of the k−2 spectrum
of magnetic irregularities have to allow this
condition - otherwise this picture fails com-
pletely
And, a fortiori, all galaxies with a star forma-
tion rate similar to ours or even more, should
have such a wind, building large cavities around
them. If true, the sheets of the galaxy distribu-
tion should look like slices of Swiss cheese in gas,
with the “holes” of order a Mpc across. The next
galaxy similar to ours in such a concept is prob-
ably M81, about 3 Mpc distant.
Recent simulations about propagation in our
Galaxy also exist from [4,12].
9. Generalization: Bottom-Up
Nothing stated above is completely certain, we
are at the beginning of a beautiful era of deeper
discovery, and so all the alternatives need to be
explored.
• Distant radio galaxies with beam dump,
such as 3C147, e.g. [79]. The production
of neutrinos has generated a flurry of con-
tradictory papers recently, [86,9,89,80]
• Very high energy neutrinos: prediction
(work by T. Weiler et al.): possible cor-
relation with distant sources, characteristic
behaviour near horizon - could come from
mountains near horizon.
• Magnetic monopoles, e.g., [128]?
• Prediction: Correlation beyond GZK
sphere
• other particles may be created in p-p colli-
sions (e.g. work by Farrar et al.)
• Pulsars??? Prediction: Characteristic dis-
tribution in Galactic plane, little correlation
with supergalactic plane
• Many tests with those cosmic rays up to
3 1018 eV
10. Beautiful main alternative: Top-down
There is a whole world of models that suggests
that the high energy particles can be interpreted
as decay products from even more energetic or
more massive particles, the top-down scenario,
most intensely explored recently by E.-J. Ahn,
A. Olinto and G. Sigl.
• Topological defects (work by Sigl et al.):
prediction: rising spectrum, large gamma
ray background, [19,20,112]
• If Quantum gravity scale near TeV: then
creation of small black holes and branes
possible in atmosphere, [1,2,7].
• Prediction: Odd behaviour near horizon -
should come from open space
in East (AUGER)
• different from ultra high energy neutrinos,
[3,64]
• if dark matter decay, then correlation with
DM distribution, e.g., [17,18,15]
• Radically New Physics? Lorentz Invariance
Violation? [102,96,114,115,116,97,118]
911. Tasks
All such predictions lead to specific tasks,
which can be undertaken now or in the near fu-
ture.
• Assume the various source classes, and test
- include small number graininess of source
distribution
• Quiescent black holes, active black holes
• Test Galactic wind halo magnetic field
• Test supergalactic sheet magnetic field
• Test correlation with DM distribution
• Better understanding of the fluctuations
• Better understanding of fluorescence
• New experiments: AUGER, EUSO, OWL
• New experimental techniques: Radio emis-
sion: LOFAR/SkyView, [48,74]; also in-
frared and acoustic detection methods may
be possible - after all most of the energy
deposition of an air shower almost certainly
goes into heat, some into ionization, visible
maybe through radio absorption, and then
some obviously into sound wave generation
• new physics such as Lorentz Invariance vi-
olation.
• and many more...
12. Conclusions
• Events need more statistics, at any energy
• Transition to Galactic cosmic rays
• Spectrum, arrival directions, chemical com-
position
• ?? New particles
• ?? Galactic magnetic field
• ?? Supergalactic magnetic field
• ?? Maximum energy observed
• ?? Detailed spectral features
• ?? Clustering of arrival directions
• ?? Properties of these clusters
Three main conclusions stand out from all the
controversy surrounding the current discussion;
apart from just understanding the evolution of
the discussion, right back to the early years of
last century:
12.1. Experiment vs. experiment
We absolutely need an experiment, that checks
the different techniques against each other; this
will now be the AUGER experiment. There are
still fundamental questions, which make a direct
comparison between experiments rather difficult,
such as ground array versus fluorescence detec-
tor - AUGER will hopefully solve that. However,
we desperately also need calibration from labora-
tory experiments, e.g. for the fluorescence yield.
In order to understand experiments, theoreticians
need to develop the Monte-Carlo simulations, e.g.
[6], including the large fluctuation statistics, and
also the consistency tests.
12.2. Theory vs. theory
Before embarking on proposing a specific class
of sources, all the microphysics of such sources
should be well developed, using the best data
from all other wavelengths. Only when the ob-
served spectrum has been completely fitted, in-
cluding temporal variability, with however simple
a physical model, can we proceed to ask what is
the production of very high energy particles, that
may come all the way through to us. The cosmo-
logical evolution of stellar and non-stellar activity,
the formation and evolution of cosmic magnetic
fields, all need to be included. Especially cosmic
magnetic fields need to be included, despite all
the uncertainties about their real strength and
spatial distribution.
12.3. Experiment vs. theory
Selection effects and systematics can hamper
any interpretation of data; theoreticians should
carefully listen to the experimentalists, but of
course with all due skepticism. The best way is
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to always or at least very often include an exper-
imentalist as coauthor, or have an experimental-
ist friend vet the paper, to make absolutely sure
there is mutual respect and common understand-
ing of what an experiment can really do, and what
it maybe cannot do yet. The ultimate solution
may be to intermingle theory and experiment in
the education of our young students, by sending
them around, and including them very early on.
12.4. Listen!
We should really listen to Nature, what is the
message that Nature is giving us? There is a mes-
sage hidden in the various manifestations of high
energy particles, magnetic fields, interstellar and
intergalactic medium. Nature speaks with a con-
sistent voice.
What is the message that Nature is giving us?
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